PRACTICAL DEPARTMENTS. HYGIENIC TEAPOTS.
We have often felfc surprise that these delightful teapotB are not more generally used than is the case. The little drawing we give shows at a glance the method by which the tea is made. The proper quantity of tea leaves is put into the little strainer (of which we give a section), which fits into the teapot, the boiling water poured through, and if this is done slowly it will be found that in less than three minutes the tea is of the right strength, and the superiority of flavour will not be denied by anyone who has given the plan a trial.
In purchasing these teapots it should be seen to that the lid will fib the teipot itself when the strainer has been removed, for it will often be found convenient, when it is a question of keeping a fresh cup for some late comer, to take away the strainer altogether, when by the aid of the now rather despised oosy, the tea can be kept hot 
